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Direct Vison Scheme

Transport for London (TFL) have released its HGV safety permit guidance in reference to phase one 

of the new legislation. This comes into effect from October 2020 for all vehicles over 12 tonnes. 

Operators must start applying for permits in October 2019.  

What is DVS? 

HGVs will be categorised depending on the level of a driver's direct vision from a cab and will then 

be given a rating between 'zero-star' (lowest) and 'five-star' (highest). 

The minimum requirement for HGVs increases from 'one-star' to 'three-star' in 2024, TFL has 

committed to consulting on the progressive Safe System requirements in 2022. 

Why have they Implemented? 

DVS (Direct Vision Scheme) was created to improve the safety of all road users, particularly 

vulnerable road users such as pedestrians, cyclists and motorcyclists. 

Between 2015 and 2017, HGVs were disproportionately involved in fatal collisions with people 

cycling (63%) and walking (25%) on London's streets. 

The timeline for the Direct Vision Standard is as follows: 

October 2019: The first permits will be issued. Trucks rated 0* will need to upgrade to a Safe System 

in order to get a permit 

2020: Enforcement begins 

2022: Consultation on the progressive Safe System 

2024: The minimum Direct Vision Standard star rating increases from one to three star or a 

progressive Safe System 

Do I Require a Permit? 

If you have a vehicle over 12 tonnes and are operating in Greater London will need a permit. 

The minimum requirements for Direct Vision Standard is currently at one star, if you meet the guide 

lines then you will automatically be granted a permit. However, there are few vehicles that will meet 

this.  If your vehicle does not meet them, then you can still be eligible for a permit by applying for 

the Safe System. The Safe System is a specification, similar to that of FORS silver and CLOCS, that 

requires devices for indirect vision (cameras, sensors and audible alarms) to be fitted to the vehicle 

to improve driver visibility. 
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Find Out Your DVS Star Rating Here: 

Vehicle operators need to contact their vehicle manufacturer to find out what their DVS star rating 

is. There is currently no published list available. Operators will need the VIN number of the HGV to 

hand. 

Manufacturer Contact Details 

DAF ukwvta@daftrucks.com 

MAN salesengineering@man.eu 

IVECO Productengineering@iveco.com 

VOLVO Dvs@volvo.com 

SCANIA Product.engineeringuk@scania.com 

MERCEDES Mbtrucks.product@daimler.com 

DENNIS EAGLE www.dennis-eagle.co.uk/USV 

RENAULT DVS@renault-trucks.com 

Applications are open already, click here (Deadline October 2020) 

What Safe Systems Are Required? 

Items that comply with the London lorry scheme include: 

• A nearside blind spot camera system

• A side detection system with audible alarm to alert the driver that there is an obstacle on

the near side, i.e. cyclist or pedestrian.

• An audible vehicle warning “Caution, this vehicle is turning left” or (For left hand drives)

“Caution, this vehicle is turning right”

Parksafe Automotive help companies with their vehicle safe system requirements and are an official 

FORS associate, we manufacture, supply, install and maintain safety solutions across the UK and 

have been instrumental in the innovation of safety technology from the beginning.   
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Our cameras, audible alarms and sensor systems can provide vital evidence against 

claims, provide drivers with all-round vision, help increase the size of opportunities a company can 

bid for and provide peace of mind for fleet managers and operators. It is fantastic as a stand-alone 

system or as an enhancement to your existing telematic systems.   

We understand the stress and strain becoming compliant can have on a company, therefore we are 

at hand to help you understand the terminology in the handbook. ‘Should’, ‘Shall’ and ‘May’ are all 

commonly mentioned throughout the FORS and Direct Vision standard. This can cause confusion for 

the company.   

For a free no obligation consultation on the Direct Vision Standard please contact us for an 

appointment. 
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